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Aging Population

• Significant increase of elderly population especially in 
Europe

Image taken from: K. Kinsella & W. He, An Aging World: 
2008 – Int. Population Reports (P95/09-01), June 2009
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Aging Population

• Elderly population will outnumber young children 
population by 2018

Image taken from: K. Kinsella & W. He, An Aging World: 
2008 – Int. Population Reports (P95/09-01), June 2009
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Elderly Population in Belgium

• Belgium is among the top 10 countries facing the 
increasing elderly population

Image taken from: K. Kinsella & W. He, An Aging World: 
2008 – Int. Population Reports (P95/09-01), June 2009
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Health Issues of Elderly 
Population

• According to the estimates of Belgian National Statistical 
Institute: Elderly citizens will constitute one third of 
Belgium’s population by 2060.

• Public bodies have to adapt their services for this 
demographic change.

• Health services will be overstretched due to increased 
medical care requirements of aging population and at the 
same time shortage of active workforce in the medical 
field.

• Non-traditional high-tech solutions are therefore 
indispensable to cope with this situation.
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Mobile Technology Arena

• Rise of mobile devices 
• 5.3 billion mobile phone subscribers – ITU

• Medical measurements during routine activities of patients
• Especially outdoor activities

• Concerns about the security of citizen information 
• Programmes using mobile health technologies – WHO
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Security Challenges

• We have confronted with several security challenges in a 
number of e-Health projects destined for providing home 
care to elderly people and patients. They include
• Privacy
• Medical confidentiality
• Safety & reliability

• We elaborate our experience of handling security issues in 
two major e-Health projects
• European Project OLDES 
• Belgian Walloon region's e-Health Platform.
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OLDES – Project Description

Innovative e-Services for the Ageing Population
European FP6 Project started in January 2007
• General Objectives

• Develop an innovative low-cost Digital Companion with adapted 
user interface

• Develop innovative services for the elderly
• Home health monitoring
• Entertainment services

• CETIC role:
• Development Workpackage leader
• Health Telemonitoring toolchain development (HW & SW)
• Entertainment services implementation

10
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OLDES – Security Features

• Security features of OLDES are handled by the individual 
applications 
• Authentic access control to a videoconferencing software used for 

routine consultations with their doctors

• This set-up provides a breakthrough in deploying a real life 
infrastructure for elderly and patient care
• However, it bears security vulnerabilities especially from some 

determined attackers. 
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OLDES – Security Open Issues

• To provide multi-profile authentication system 

• Where different actors (e.g. patients, visiting nurses, etc.) can 
only gain access to those applications and datasets that correspond 
to their defined privileges. 

• This kind of challenges will become quite significant when 
handheld mobile terminals will replace the current set of large 
static terminals.
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eHealth Platform – Project 
Description

• Funded by the Belgian Walloon Region
• CETIC : Project coordinator
• Other project partners include

• University Hospital of Charleroi
• Association of General Practitioners
• Patients Association
• Health Insurance Companies
• Universities: UCL, FUNDP
• Research Centres: ImmuneHealth, MULTITEL, CETIC
• Public bodies: RSW, RW, SPF

• Initially 3 groups of beneficiaries
• Elderly citizens
• Epilepsy patients
• Parkinson patients 13

eHealth - les TIC au service des patients
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eHealth Platform’s 
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eHealth Platform – Security 
Features

• The data generator (such as hospitals) are responsible for 
data protection

• However they are not accountable for the security architecture of 
the platform

• The delegation of the security is currently bound by the 
contractual agreements among the participants of the 
platform 

• In accordance with the compliance to the existing privacy laws 
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eHealth Platform – Security 
Open Issues

• The contractual agreements among the participants of the 
platform works well in the static context

• However, incorporating mobility in these solutions (i.e. m-health 
paradigm) will exacerbate the demarcation of security 
responsibilities 

• Especially when their users will travel across the borders and use 
the services offered by the providers operating under different 
legal context.
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High-level Approach

• Based on our experience in providing security solutions for 
e-Health applications and systems, we believe 
• m-Health requires a multi-facet approach 

• Instead of presuming that a simple extension of e-Health domain could 
work with some mobility considerations on top of it. 

• It is rather a new fabric where mobility is woven almost at each 
layer of the overall system.

• Body Area Network (BAN) is the sum and substance of m-
Health systems. 
• It is therefore necessary to address BAN security requirements. 

• BAN security should address both physical and cyber security 
requirements.
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BAN and Communications 
Security

• BAN security is the frontline defence of m-Health 
architectures followed by the communications security.

• There are several modes of communications in a m-Health 
system 

• Short range communications such as Bluetooth for data exchange.

• Medium range communications such as 802.11 (Wireless Fidelity or 
simply WiFi) for connecting with various devices.

• Long range communications such as cellular (GSM, UMTS, GPRS, 
etc.) and satellite communications for distant access to computing 
and storage resources.

• Internet (TCP/IP based) communications among the computers 
connected across the internet
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Back-end System Security

• m-Health infrastructure can never be protected if there 
are security holes in the back-end systems
• Servers, storage units, etc.

• We propose a monitoring set-up to ensure that optimal 
security solutions for a back-end system is put in place. 
• This approach will also be helpful in establishing trust on the 

service providers in open market for the mobile applications
• Especially where the same smart devices are also used for the health 

applications. 

• However, we need to further investigate this area to address 
threats of 

• Espionage (Trojan horses); 

• Bad configurations of user terminals that introduce vulnerabilities;

• ...
20
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Applications Security

• Like in any IT system, applications security is the Achilles' 
heel for the m-Health systems. 

• Applications security can not be overlooked in a system where 
personal information is gathered or processed. 

• It is understood that applications security vulnerabilities together 
with the human error of the users constitute the weakest link in 
the m-Health security chain.
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Constraints 

• Our approach for addressing m-Health security 
requirements has to tackle a number of real-life 
constraints 

• Scarcity of power supply for the miniature mobile devices

• Bandwidth requirements

• Overall performance of the device systems 

• Security features that are deployed at various network layers (OSI 
Model) consume a lot of resources 

• Various functionalities blocked by the device manufacturers

• For example Bluetooth for file exchange is not supported by the Apple 
iPhone. 
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Proposed Architecture
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Conclusions 

• The emerging m-Health paradigm offers promising 
features of ensuring needful healthcare facilities to the 
population
• Especially to the increasing proportion of society's elderly 

population

• These mobile solutions have to be equipped with the 
adequate security features 
• That can provide privacy assurances to comply with the 

corresponding legal obligations

• m-Health security solution should not merely meant to 
protect physical devices and their inter-communications
• It should rather aim to assure protection of individual patient's 

personal information without restricting their physical movements 
beyond their homes 25
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Perspectives

• Our future directions include deployment of SSB 

• Including testing and validation of its performance parameters 
including reliability

• SSB has to be fail safe so as to ensure optimal security guarantees 
even when other components of the m-Health ecosystem are unable to 
operate properly.

• The features of m-Health can be extended to include 
electronic prescribing 

• To ensure secure interoperability of Health records with its 
counterparts in other countries/regions

• Standardisation of data exchange (some initiatives are already in 
process)

• So that patient’s mobility can be extended beyond borders 
26
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